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FILM SLATE

THE CURSE OF THE BUXOM STRUMPET - ZOMBIE COMEDY

DRAGHEIST - CHRISTMAS COMEDY HEIST

MR PARKER - COMING OF AGE DRAMA 

SCRIPT COMPLETED 

SCRIPT COMPLETED 

SCRIPT COMPLETED 

SCRIPT COMPLETED 

THE KING OF SOHO - BIOPIC DRAMA 



DRAG
Sara owns an Italian restaurant in Soho which has been in her family for over 75

years. When she discovers that the council are forcing her to terminate her lease
in order to make way for a development, she is determined to stop them. Her

husband Mark, a sculptor, discovers that the man behind the development is in
fact one of his best clients, Bobby Molotov-Jones. But this does not deter them

and instead they team up with a troupe of Drag Queens from the bar next door.
 

To seek their revenge they concoct a plan to infiltrate Bobby’s Christmas party
and steal an extremely rare Fabergé Russian nesting doll whilst putting on a

fabulous drag show. But can this group of amateurs pull off a heist worth millions
of pounds, in elaborate drag disguises, without being caught? 

 
 

This is a classic British farce, hilarious as it is heartwarming, touching on the
callous gentrification of some of London’s most beloved neighbourhoods with

little care for the vibrant communities within them.
 

 

CHRISTMAS COMEDY HEIST

LOGLINE: A struggling restaurant owner and her husband team
up with a group of Drag Queens to seek revenge on a wealthy
businessman who is developing their beloved patch of Soho.

 
BUDGET: £3 million

SHOOT LOCATION: London, UK
COMPARISONS: The Duke meets Ocean's 8 meets Ru Paul's DragRace

 
 



LOGLINE: Paul Raymond was a man driven by greed, who changed the face of Soho. His reveubar offered glamour and seduction
hidden amongst the squalor of the streets outside. But his desire for power, money and fame led him to lose the three most
important women in his life: his wife, his lover and his daughter.

BUDGET: £1.5 million
SHOOT LOCATION: London, UK
COMPARISONS:  Jobs, Lovelace, 54, The Founder

BIOPIC DRAMA 

By the early 1990's Paul Raymond was the King of Soho. He had amassed wealth and power across the capital, but at what
cost? The film follows the extraordinary life of the legendary entertainer and pornographer, from the beginning of his career
and the birth of Raymond's Revuebar, which he started with his wife Jean, to his fated affair with Fiona Richmond and finally
to the tragic death of his daughter, Debbie. Spanning nearly five decades the film promises to be a vibrant exploration of an
infamous landmark where the voyeurs are the focus and the greed of one man results in a heartbreaking end.



Journalist and documentary filmmaker, Sam Holt, is drawn back to his home town in the North of
England after an investigation is opened up into a sexual abuse allegation between an old school
friend and Mr. Parker, their charismatic drama teacher. It is alleged he was having an affair with an
underage pupil between 1995-1997 and twenty years later his victim, Katie, has found the strength
and courage to speak out. 

Tom Parker had been Sam’s hero growing up. He’d encouraged him to pursue his dreams as a
filmmaker and had offered shelter to him when his violent father lashed out. But when Katie opens
up to Sam, her vivid account of the affair compels Sam to help in any way he can.

The film is based on true events, it explores the nature of memory and how unreliable it can be,
whilst shifting between present day, VHS footage shot in the 1990's, and flashback memories of the
kids involved, now in their 30's.

COMING OF AGE DRAMA
MR. PARKER
LOGLINE: Katie's world is turned upside down when she remembers an affair she had with her old drama
teacher, Tom Parker. When she goes to the police twenty years after the event, not only is he ousted from
the community as a paedophile, but she is ridiculed and her old school friend Sam is determined to
prove that his hero teacher is innocent.
 
BUDGET: £1.5-2 million
LOCATION: North of England
COMPARISONS: The Hunt (Mads Mickelson), Cracks (Eva Green), Notes on a Scandal (Cate Blanchett) 



A zombie comedy set in 1730 when a ship, The Buxom Strumpet, returns from the East
Indies carrying with it a previously unknown strain of syphilis. An infected mouse escapes
off the ship and after the local vicar is bitten on the nose by the mouse, it isn’t long
before the disease has spread across the whole of Upper Trollop, turning the residents
into wild, flesh hungry beasts.

It's down to a brave band of survivors to defeat the infected mice, battle zombie plagued shop keepers, and
fight their way across town to jump aboard the Buxom Strumpet and sail away to safety before they too are
infected and turn on each other.

This is a feel-good comedy romp with big and bawdy characters, sumptuous costumes and lashings of lace! 

The Buxom Strumpet 
ZOMBIE COMEDY

The          ofCurse
LOGLINE: The costume drama with a bit more bite! 1730 and a ship, The Buxom
Strumpet, docks in the small port of Upper Trollop but it carries with it a
plague that soon turns the inhabitants of this sleepy town into flesh hungry
horrors. 

BUDGET: £5 million
SHOOT LOCATION: London, UK
COMPARISONS: Shaun of The Dead meets Barry Lyndon



TV SLATE

INFINITUM - SCI-FI THRILLER 

AFTERLANDS -  MODERN DAY WESTERN 

THE FREETHINKERS -  REIMAGINED HISTORICAL DRAMA 

THE BAKER STREET IRREGULARS  -  WW2 SPY DRAMA 

FRANKLIN - 1970'S SUPERNATURAL DRAMA 

PILOT SCRIPT COMPLETED 

PILOT SCRIPT IN DEVELOPMENT 

PILOT SCRIPT IN DEVELOPMENT 

PILOT SCRIPT IN DEVELOPMENT 

PILOT SCRIPT IN DEVELOPMENT 

PILOT SCRIPT COMPLETED 
CASSANDRA - PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER 



LOGLINE: The world has been torn apart by a biochemical attack, there is mass infertility and women and children are
dying. Cassandra believes that she has received a message from God to give birth to a child who will help to heal the

world and she will stop at nothing to make that happen. 
 

COMPARISONS: The Handmaid's Tale meets Children of Men
LOCATION: USA or Europe

C A S S A N D R A  PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER

Set in the near future in the aftermath of a major lethal biochemical attack. The RCA120 spread into the water supplies in all
major cites across Europe and America, leading to people fleeing to the countryside and relocating near fresh water

sources. The antidote developed to combat the side effects of the Ricin attack unknowingly caused high levels of
miscarriage, infertility and amongst women in many cases, death.

 
The first series is set in 'Spring' just after the attacks. Jason and his wife Anna flea the city and find themselves along with

many displaced families in vast make-shift camps. Cassandra is a murderous sex worker who has a voice in her head
telling her to reunite dead mothers with their children and vice versa. 

 
 
 

By the 'Summer' and series two, Jason and Anna are living in a remote cottage by a river. Cassandra has been forced to leave her
brothel house as the bodies have started to pile up and the voice in her head is getting worse. 

 
Cassandra turns up at the cottage and while Jason is out hunting she drowns Anna in the river. Series three is 'Autumn' and

Cassandra has establishes herself as Jason's new partner. Their relationship is strained and Jason has a tendency to drink and
become violent. When a nomad traveller, Tir, stumbles across their quiet hideaway he believes Cassandra is being held against her

will and plots to help her escape. The ghost of Anna appears to Jason and his memory is jolted, discovering that Cassandra has in
fact been drugging him.

 
The final series is set in 'Winter' and Cassandra is on trial for all the murders she has committed. Her daughter has been taken away

from her and she is being kept in a fertility unit to be tested on. The series culminates in a dramatic climax that sees Cassandra lying
dead with her daughter in her arms. 

 



 

 

An experiment called Project Ostergaard, based on a new Many Worlds Theory of Professor
Arron Ostergaard, leads quantum scientists Alastor Casey and Charles Marland-White to
discover a parallel world. A global embargo is placed on The Paraverse preventing any
government from interfering with it. With huge investment the science and technology
advances rapidly, and it isn’t long before they are able to transfer holographic images of
people into The Paraverse. Much like entering a virtual reality they are able to explore and
quickly discover that this parallel world has been at war for over a decade. 

 The US, UK and Canadian governments seize the opportunity to use this new world to launch
a covert operation, The Infinitum Project. They have been conducting research into the
human mind to create a team of super-agents who can see infinite possibilities when placed
under extreme circumstances and pressure. The theory being that the mind can do
extraordinary things in extraordinary situations, and the war-torn backdrop of The Paraverse
offers the perfect secret testing ground. If these people can see infinite possibilities, then
they can change the very fabric of reality itself. But what are the ramifications of using
human test subjects and who will be held accountable?

SCI-FI THRILLER 

LOGLINE: A high concept, dramatic sci-fi series that is set both in this world and a parallel one, where
doppelgängers Eve and Number 7 have to work together to bring a covert operation down before the very
fabric of reality as we know it is destroyed. 
 
COMPARISONS: Fringe, Source Code, Edge of Tomorrow, The O.A
LOCATION: UK and USA



Set in 2067 America - just 12 years after the fossil fuels have finally run dry. 
Society as we knew it has collapsed and many have fled the lawless terror and carnage
of the cities and made their homes in the deserts and mountains of the world. Amongst
them are Zach and his Native American wife Kimimela who have moved to the isolated
safety of the mountains to build a new life for their young daughter, Shappa.

But nowhere is safe in this new, 'old,' world and Kimimela is killed by raiders whilst
defending Shappa. In the years that have passed since, Zach has trained Shappa not just
to survive but to be able to fight back, becoming a fierce warrior in her own right, mixing
the lessons of two cultures.

Some modern technology has remained; those with the forethought to use renewable
sources of power have combined old and new. Settlements and communities have been
built and slowly balance has begun to return. But there will always be people who seek
power and will take rather than create. Groups of bandits stalk the land stealing hard-
earned food before retreating to their desolate ruined cities. Even though there are no
official laws, there are still people who will stand up for what is right, Shappa and her
father Zach, an ex-marine, amongst them. 

They search for a rumoured walled city built by tech Billionaires. No one knows it’s exact
location, or if it’s even real, but Shappa and Zach believe it to be their salvation. On their
quest they work as bounty hunters and sheriffs to the settlements they encounter,
sending the bandits back into the shadows of the dead cities. 

A F T E R L A N D S    MODERN DAY WESTERN 
LOGLINE: In a dystopian world when the fossil fuels have run dry, bounty hunters Zach and his
daughter Shappa restore peace where bandits have wreaked havoc, while on their quest to
discover a hidden walled city of promise. 

COMPARISONS: Kung Fu with Carradine meets Deadwood meets Dark Angel.  
LOCATION: USA 



This supernatural detective drama is set in Franklin, Tennessee in the 1970’s. A
detective is called to Denver Lodge Motel to investigate a quadruple homicide.
An entire family have been murdered, the mother, father and twin daughters -
the only one to survive was the son, who managed to hide in the bathroom.
The eleven year old little boy is petrified, unable to recount anything that went
on the night before. 

Four years later, the case remains unsolved and the detective’s reputation is in
tatters. There is a music festival on in town and three women from a Bluegrass
band are looking for accommodation. The only room available is that family
room with a dark past at Denver Lodge Motel. Over the following three nights
each of the women are haunted by terrors from that fateful night. 
The detective is called to reopen the case and he enlists the help of an
eccentric psychic medium. The two form a formidable working partnership and
an unlikely friendship. Each series follows them investigating and solving a
different cold case.  

FRANKLINFRANKLIN  
  1970'S SUPERNATURAL DRAMA 

LOGLINE: A disgraced detective and a psychic form an unlikely but formidable partnership,
leading to them cracking a cold case that has been haunting a local town for years. 

COMPARISONS: Mindhunter meets The X-Files.
LOCATION: USA 



THE BAKER 
STREET 

IRREGULARS

Inspired by true events, the Special Operations Executives were a group of spies
tasked by Churchill to ‘set Europe ablaze’.

 
London, 1943. The country is gripped by war and battered from all sides, with
every man, woman and child 'doing their bit'. Except that some people have

realised that maybe it's best if they look out for themselves. Bonnie, Judith and
Mary, friends since school, are making their rather comfortable way through the

war by conning wealthy people out of anything and everything.
 

But after a big con goes wrong the women end up arrested and separated. Their
ingenuity and refusal to break and turn on each other impresses government

officials within a special operations department. They recognise that these
women have a lot of the skills needed by agents behind enemy lines and

present them with a proposition - join up as Special Operations Executives and
avoid a prison sentence.

 
So they are shipped off to training where their powers of persuasion, ingenuity

and deception shine and are signed up to the SOE. These are the women and
men who work in the dark, undercover and behind enemy lines, creating groups

of resistance fighters and befriending the enemy.
Too soon are they sent over to France where their games quickly become

deadly and realise that this time if they are caught it's not just their lives on
the line, but thousands of others.

    WW2 SPY THRILLER 

LOGLINE:  When three extremely successful con women are rumbled they think their luck
is up but instead of facing jail time they are enlisted as Special Operations Executives

and sent behind enemy lines to gather intell and help bring an end to WW2. 
 

COMPARISONS: The Halcyon meets The Americans.
LOCATION: UK and EUROPE



REIMAGINED HISTORICAL DRAMA 

Set in an alternate reality when, just after the first powered air flight, a meteorite shower struck
the earth in Eastern Europe causing devastation across hundreds of miles. Within a year there
was chaos as governments struggled to keep the peace. One power rose up to take control, the
New Church. They imposed restrictions on scientific research and in effect censored
modernisation. A Renaissance of science was suppressed and any ‘Free-thinker’ seen as a
heretic. 
 

 

The Freethinkers is based on the REAL LIFE Cyrano De Bergerac  and his friends of the ENLIGHTENMENT ERA.   

The real Cyrano was born Savinien de Cyrano, which is where our lead character gets his name, "Savi".
He spent his childhood in the country before moving to Paris where he studied, enlisted in the military
and became a political satirist whose work became a catalyst of modern science fiction.  He was forced
to conceal his sexuality,  became a drinker and a gambler and died young at only 36, allegedly
murdered by the church. 

The lead characters of this series are: Savi, his military friend  Le Bret and the beautiful  Captain
Roxanne Astin, as well  as  Volt  (based on Voltaire), Lise Rageneau (owner of the Freethinkers' haunt),
and Locke  (based on John Locke). Both Voltaire and Locke  were two of the most infulential thinkers of
the Enlightenment movement. Our characters are based on these real people of science, philosophy
and literature whose wit, intelligence and fight enabled them to open their minds to the
unconventional.

 

COMPARISONS: Game of Throne meets Equilibrium.
LOCATION: EUROPE 

T H E  F R E E T H I N K E R S



When a chance encounter introduces him and his best friend Locke to the
quick witted satirical writer Marie Volte, he quickly becomes absorbed
with the desire for knowledge of science and philosophy. His mind open
to new possibilities and new experiences, Savi leaves his authoritarian
life in the army and embraces the Free-movement. He forgets the
beautiful Captain Rose Astin and falls for a brilliant young poet Claude
Chapelle.

The Free-thinkers operate in the underground bars of the city, similar to
the opium dens of the 1800’s. In the company of his philosopher friends,
Savi discusses the universe, what lies beyond our world, politics, poetry
and religion against the backdrop of a war-torn Europe. 

 But it isn’t long before Savi’s outspoken articles
against the Church and State get him locked up
in an asylum. His friends help him escape and
take him into hiding but the Church wants blood
and slowly starts to manipulate his friends,
family and beloved Rose to turn against him.

 

War across Europe was quick to follow. Countries became divided as
different orders within the church battled for power and provinces. Our lead
character, Savi, is a soldier in the King’s Army; he is torn between his desire
to elevate himself within society and his rapidly changing view of the
futility of the religious war he is fighting. 

 
 



INFINITUM: SUBJECT UNKNOWN - 2021 (SCI-FI)

THE ISLE - 2019 (GOTHIC HORROR)

TWO DOWN - 2018 (DARK COMEDY)

MISS IN HER TEENS - 2016 (PERIOD DRAMA)

WWW.FIZZANDGINGERFILMS.CO.UK

PREVIOUS WORK

https://www.fizzandgingerfilms.co.uk/
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